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Abstract

Data science has employed great research efforts in developing advanced analytics, improving data models and cultivating new al-
gorithms. However, not many authors have come across the organizational and socio-technical challenges that arise when executing
a data science project: lack of vision and clear objectives, a biased emphasis on technical issues, a low level of maturity for ad-hoc
projects and the ambiguity of roles in data science are among these challenges. Few methodologies have been proposed on the
literature that tackle these type of challenges, some of them date back to the mid-1990, and consequently they are not updated to
the current paradigm and the latest developments in big data and machine learning technologies. In addition, fewer methodologies
offer a complete guideline across team, project and data & information management. In this article we would like to explore the
necessity of developing a more holistic approach for carrying out data science projects. We first review methodologies that have
been presented on the literature to work on data science projects and classify them according to the their focus: project, team, data
and information management. Finally, we propose a conceptual framework containing general characteristics that a methodology
for managing data science projects with a holistic point of view should have. This framework can be used by other researchers as a
roadmap for the design of new data science methodologies or the updating of existing ones.

Keywords: data science, machine learning, big data, data science methodology, project life-cycle, organizational impacts,
knowledge management, computing milieux

1. Introduction

In recent years, the field of data science has received increased
attention and has employed great research efforts in develop-
ing advanced analytics, improving data models and cultivating
new algorithms. The latest achievements in the field are a good
reflection of such undertaking [1]. In fact, the data science re-
search community is growing day by day, exploring new do-
mains, creating new specialized and expert roles, and sprouting
more and more branches of a flourishing tree called data sci-
ence. Besides, the data science tree is not alone, as it is nour-
ished by the neighboring fields of mathematics, statistics and
computer science.

However, these recent technical achievements do not go
hand in hand with their application to real data science projects.
In 2019, VentureBeat [2] revealed that 87% of data science
projects never make it into production and a NewVantage sur-
vey [3] reported that for 77% of businesses the adoption of big
data and artificial intelligence (AI) initiatives continue to rep-
resent a big challenge. Also [4] reported that 80% of analytics
insights will not deliver business outcomes through 2022 and
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80% of data science projects will “remain alchemy, run by wiz-
ards” through 2020. With the competitive edge that such ad-
vanced techniques provide to researchers and practitioners, it
is quite remarkable to witness such low success rates in data
science projects.

Regarding how data science teams are approaching and de-
veloping projects across diverse domains, Leo Breiman [5] states
that there are two cultures on statistical modeling: a) the fore-
casting branch which is focused on building efficient algorithms
for getting good predictive models to forecast the future, and b)
the modeling branch that is more interested on understanding
the real world and the underlying processes. From the latter
perspective, theory, experience, domain knowledge and causa-
tion really matter, and the scientific method is essential. On
this wise, philosophers of science from the XX century such as
Karl Popper, Thoman Kuhn, Imre Lakatos, or Paul Feyerabend
theorized about how the process of building knowledge and sci-
ence unfolds [6]. Among other things, these authors discussed
the nature and derivation of scientific ideas, the formulation and
use of the scientific method, and the implications of the differ-
ent methods and models of science. In spite of the obvious dif-
ferences, in this article we would like to motivate data scientists
to discuss the formulation and use of the scientific method for
data science research activities, along the implications of dif-
ferent methods for executing industry and business projects. At
present, data science is a young field and conveys the impres-
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sion of a handcrafted work. However, among all the uncertainty
and the exploratory nature of data science, there could be indeed
a rigorous “science”, as it was understood by the philosophers
of science, and that can be controlled and managed in an effec-
tive way.

On the literature, few authors [7, 8] have come across the
organizational and socio-technical challenges that arise when
executing a data science project, for instance: lack of vision,
strategy and clear objectives, a biased emphasis on technical
issues, lack of reproducibility, and the ambiguity of roles are
among these challenges, which lead to a low level of maturity
in data science projects, that are managed in ad-hoc fashion.

Even though these issues do exist in real-world data science
projects, the community has not been overly concerned about
them, and not enough has been written about the solutions to
tackle these problems. As it will be illustrated on Section 4,
some authors have proposed methodologies to manage data sci-
ence projects, and have come up with new tools and processes
to handle the cited issues.

However, while the proposed solutions are leading the way
to tackle these problems, the reality is that data science projects
are not taking advantage of such methodologies. On a survey
[9] carried out in 2018 to professionals from both industry and
not-for-profit organizations, 82% of the respondents did not fol-
low an explicit process methodology for developing data sci-
ence projects, but 85% of the respondents considered that using
an improved and more consistent process would produce more
effective data science projects.

Considering a survey from KDnuggets in 2014 [10], the
main methodology used by 43% of responders was CRISP-DM.
This methodology has been consistently the most commonly
used for analytics, data mining and data science projects, for
each KDnuggets poll starting in 2002 up through the most re-
cent 2014 poll [11]. Despite its popularity, CRISP-DM was
created back in the mid-1990 and has not been revised since.

Therefore, the aim of this paper is to conduct a critical re-
view of methodologies that help in managing data science projects,
classifying them according to their focus and evaluating their
competences dealing with the existing challenges. As a result
of this study we propose a conceptual framework containing
features that a methodology for managing data science projects
with a holistic point of view could have. This scheme can be
used by other researchers as a roadmap to expand currently used
methodologies or to design new ones.

From this point onwards, the paper is structured as follows:
A contextualization of the problem is presented in Section 2,
where some definitions on the terms “data science” and “big
data” are provided to avoid any semantic misunderstanding and
additionally frame what a data science project is about. Sec-
tion 2 also presents the organizational and socio-technical chal-
lenges that arise when executing a data science project. Sec-
tion 3 describes the research methodology used in the article
and introduces the research questions. Section 4 presents a crit-
ical review of data science project methodologies. Section 5
discusses the results obtained and finally, Section 6 describes
the directions on how to extend this research in the future and
the main conclusions of the paper.

2. Theoretical Framework

2.1. Background and definitions

In order to avoid any semantic misunderstanding, we start by
defining the term “data science” more precisely. Its definition
will help explaining the particularities of data science projects
and frame the management methodology proposed in this pa-
per.

2.1.1. Data science
Among the authors that assemble data science from long-established
areas of sciences, there is a overall agreement on the fields that
feed and grow the tree of data science. For instance, [12] de-
fines data science as the intersection of computer science, busi-
ness engineering, statistics, data mining, machine learning, op-
erations research, six sigma, automation and domain expertise,
whereas [13] states that data science is a multidisciplinary inter-
section of mathematics expertise, business acumen and hacking
skills. For [14], data science requires skills ranging from tradi-
tional computer science to mathematics to art and [15] presents
a Venn diagram with data science visualized as the joining of
a) hacking skills b) math and stats knowledge and c) substan-
tive expertise. By contrast, for the authors of [16], many data
science problems are statistical engineering problems, but with
larger, more complex data that may require distributed com-
puting and machine learning methods in addition to statistical
modeling.

Yet, few authors look on the fundamental purpose of data
science, which is crucial to understand the role of data science
in the business & industry areas and its possible domain ap-
plications. For the authors of [9], data science is the analysis
of data to solve problems and develop insights, whereas [17]
states that data science uses “statistical and machine learning
techniques on big multi-structured data in a distributed com-
puting environment to identify correlations and causal relation-
ships, classify and predict events, identify patterns and anoma-
lies, and infer probabilities, interest and sentiment”. For them,
data science combines expertise across software development,
data management and statistics. As on [18], data science is de-
scribed as the field that studies the computational principles,
methods and systems for extracting and structuring knowledge
from data.

There has also been a growing interest on defining the work
carried out by data scientists and listing the necessary skills to
become a data scientist, in order to better understand its role
among traditional job positions. In this sense, [19] defines data
scientist as a person who is “better at statistics than any software
engineer and better at software engineering than any statisti-
cian” as [20] presents a “unicorn” perspective of data scientists,
and states that data scientists handle everything from finding
data, processing it at scale, visualizing it and writing up as a
story.

Among the hundreds of different interpretations that can be
found for data science, we take the comments included above
as a reference and provide our own definition to frame the rest
of the article:
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Data science is an multidisciplinary field that lies between
computer science, mathematics and statistics, and comprises
the use of scientific methods and techniques, to extract knowl-
edge and value from large amounts of structured and/or un-
structured data.

Hence, from this definition we draw that data science projects
aim at solving complex real problems via data-driven techniques.
In this sense, data science can be applied to almost every ex-
isting sector and domain out there: banking (fraud detection
[21], credit risk modeling [22], customer lifetime value [23]),
finance (customer segmentation [24], risk analysis [25], algo-
rithmic trading [26]), health-care (medical image analysis [27],
drug discovery [28], bio-informatics [29],), manufacturing opti-
mization (failure prediction [30], maintenance scheduling [31],
anomaly detection [32]), e-commerce (targeted advertising [33],
product recommendation [34], sentiment analysis [35]), trans-
portation (self driving cars [36], supply chain management [37],
congestion control [38]) just to mention some of them. Even
though data science can be seen as an application-agnostic dis-
cipline, we believe that it in order to appropriately extract value
from data it is highly recommended to have an expertise in the
application domain.

2.1.2. Big data technologies
Looking back at the evolution of data science during the last
decade, its rapid expansion is closely linked to the growing abil-
ity to collect, store and analyze data generated at an increasing
frequency [39]. In fact, during the mid-2000s there were some
fundamental changes in each of these stages (collection, stor-
age and analysis) that shifted the paradigm of data science and
big data.

With respect to collection, the growth of affordable and re-
liable interconnected sensors, built in smart-phones and indus-
trial machinery, has significantly changed the way statistical
analysis is approached. In fact, traditionally the acquisition cost
was so high that statisticians carefully collected data in order to
be necessary and sufficient to answer a specific question. This
major shift in data collection has indeed provoked an explosion
of the amount of machine-generated data. In regards to stor-
age, we must highlight the development of new techniques to
distribute data across nodes in a cluster and the development of
distributed computation to run in parallel against data on those
cluster nodes. Hadoop and Apache Spark ecosystems are good
examples of new technologies that contributed to the advances
in collection and storage techniques. Besides, a major break-
through for the emergence of new algorithms and techniques for
data analysis has been the increase in the computation power,
both in CPUs and GPUs. Specially the latest advances in GPUs
have pushed forward the expansion of deep learning techniques,
very eager of fast matrix operations [40].

In addition to the improvements on collection, storage and
analysis, data science has benefited from a huge community of
developers and researchers, coming from cutting edge compa-
nies and research centers. In our terminology, “big data”, which
is commonly defined by the 5 V’s (volume, velocity, variety, ve-
racity, value) is a subset field within data science that focuses
on data distribution and parallel processing.

Overall, during the last years the data science community
has pursued the excellence and has employed great research
efforts in developing advanced analytics, focusing of solving
technical problems and as a consequence the organizational and
socio-technical challenges have been put aside. The following
section summarizes the main problems faced by data science
professionals during real business and industry projects.

2.2. Current Challenges

Leveraging data science within a business organizational con-
text involves additional challenges beyond the analytical ones.
The studies mentioned at the introduction of this paper just re-
flect the existing difficulty in executing data science and big
data projects. Here below we have gathered some of the main
challenges and pain points that come out during a data science
project, both at the organizational level and a technical level.

Coordination, collaboration and communication
The field of data science is evolving from a work done by in-
dividual, “lone wolf” data scientists, towards a work carried
out by a team with specialized disciplines. Considering data
science projects as a complex team effort, [41, 9, 42] bring
up coordination, defined as “the management of dependencies
among task activities” as the biggest challenge for data science
projects. Poorly coordinated processes result in confusion, in-
efficiencies and errors. Moreover, this lack of efficient coordi-
nation happens both within data analytics teams and across the
organization [43].

Apart from lack of coordination, for [44, 45, 46] there are
clear issues of collaboration and [47, 48] highlight a lack of
transparent communication between the three main stakehold-
ers: business (client), analytics team and the IT department.
For instance, [44] mentions the difficulty for analytics teams to
deploy to production, coordinate with the IT department and
explain data science to business partners. [44] also reveals the
lack of support from the business side, in a way that there is
not enough business input or domain expertise information to
achieve good results. Overall, it seems that the data analytics
team and data scientists in general are struggling to work effi-
ciently alongside the IT department and the business agents.

In addition, [48] points out ineffective governance models
for data analytics and [43] emphasize inadequate management
and a lack of sponsorship from top management side. In this
context, [49] affirm that working in confusing, chaotic environ-
ments can be frustrating and may lower team members’ moti-
vation and their ability to focus on the project objectives.

Building data analytics teams
In other terms, [50] brings out problems to engage the proper
team for the project and [45, 46, 43, 48, 51] highlight the lack of
people with analytics skills. These shortages of specialized an-
alytical labor have caused every major university to launch new
big data, analytics or data science programs [42]. In this re-
gard, [46] advocates the need for a multidisciplinary team: data
science, technology, business and management skills are neces-
sary to achieve success in data science projects. For instance,
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[9] states that data science teams have a strong dependence on
the leading data scientist, which is due to process immaturity
and the lack of a robust team-based methodology.

Defining the data science project
Data science projects often have highly uncertain inputs as well
as highly uncertain outcomes, and are often ad-hoc [52], featur-
ing significant back-and-forth among the members of the team,
and trial-and-error to identify the right analysis tools, programs,
and parameters.

The exploratory nature of such projects makes challeng-
ing to set adequate expectations [17], establish realistic project
timelines and estimate how long projects would take to com-
plete [8]. In this regard, [50, 53] point out that the scope of the
project can be difficult to know ex ante, and understanding the
business goals is also a troubling task.

More explicitly, the authors in [47, 43, 48] highlight the ab-
sence of clear business objectives, insufficient ROI or business
cases, and an improper scope of the project. For [54] there is
a biased emphasis on the technical issues, which has limited
the ability of organizations to unleash the full potential of data
analytics. Rather than focusing of the business problem, data
scientists have been often obsessed with achieving state of the
art results on benchmarking tasks, but searching for a small in-
crease in performance can in fact make models too complex to
be useful. This mindset is convenient for data science compe-
titions, such as Kaggle [55], but not for the industry. Kaggle
competitions are actually great for machine learning education,
but they can set wrong expectations about what to demand in
real-life business settings [56].

Stakeholders vs Analytics
Besides, more often than not the project proposal is not clearly
defined [44] and there is not enough involvement by the business
side, who might just provide the data and barely some domain
information, assuming that the data analytics team will do the
rest of the “magic” by itself. The high expectations set up by
machine learning and deep learning techniques has induced a
misleading perception that these new technologies can achieve
whatever the business suggests at a very low cost, and this is
very far from reality [57]. The lack of involvement by the busi-
ness side can also be caused by a lack of understanding between
both parties: data scientists may not understand the domain of
the data, and the business is usually not familiar with data anal-
ysis techniques. In fact, the presence of an intermediary that
understands both the language of data analytics and the domain
of application can be crucial to make these two parties under-
stand each other and reduce this data science gap [58].

The exposed project management issues may be the result
of a low level of process maturity [52] and a lack of consistent
methods and processes to approach the topic of data science
[45]. Furthermore, the consequences of such low adoption of
processes and methodologies may also lead to delivering the
“wrong thing” [41, 9, 59], and “scope creep” [41, 9]. In fact,
the lack of effective processes to engage with stakeholders in-
creases the risk that teams will deliver something that does not
satisfy stakeholder needs. The most obvious portrayal of such

problem is the zero impact and lack of use of the project results
by the business or the client [44].

Driving with data
The use of a data-driven approach defines the main particularity
of a data science project. Data is at the epicenter of the entire
project. Yet, it also produces some particular issues discussed
below. Hereafter we have gathered the main challenges that
arise when working with data, whether related to the tools, to
the technology itself, or to information management.

A reiterated complain in real data science projects by data
scientists is the quality of the data: whether data is difficult to
access [46], or whether is “dirty” and has issues, data scientists
usually conclude that data has not enough potential to be suit-
able for machine learning algorithms. Understanding what data
might be available [50], its representativeness for the problem
at hand [46] and its limitations [53] is critical for the success
of the project. In fact, [59] states that the lack of coordinated
data cleaning or quality assurance checks can lead to erroneous
results. In this regard, data scientists tend to forget about the
validation stage. In order to assure a robust validation of the
proposed solution under real industrial and business conditions,
data and/or domain expertise must be gathered with enough an-
ticipation.

Considering the big data perspective is also important [60].
An increase in data volume and velocity intensifies the compu-
tation requirements and hence the dependence of the project on
IT resources [8]. In addition, the scale of the data magnifies
the technology complexity and the necessary architecture and
infrastructure [48] and as a result the corresponding costs [43].

In other terms, [46, 43, 60] also highlight the importance of
data security and privacy, and [43, 48] point out the complex
dependency on legacy systems and data integration issues.

In relation to the limitations of machine learning algorithms,
one of most repeated issues is that popular deep learning tech-
niques require many relevant training data and their robustness
is every so often called into question. [51] brings up the exces-
sive model training and retraining costs. In fact, data scientists
tend to use 4 times as much data as they need to train machine
learning models, which is resource intensive and costly. Apart
from that, [51] points out that data scientists can often focus on
the wrong model performance metrics, without making any ref-
erence to overall business goals or trade-offs between different
goals.

Deliver insights
[41, 9, 60] point out the issue of slow information and data
sharing among the team members. They state that these poor
processes for storing, retrieving and sharing data and docu-
ments wastes time as people need to look for information and
increases the risk for using the wrong version. In relation to
this, [41, 9, 59] reveal a lack of reproducibility in data science
projects. In fact, they call for action and development of new
tools to tackle the lack of reproducibility, since it might be “im-
possible to further build on past projects given the inconsis-
tent preservation of relevant artifacts” like data, packages, doc-
umentation, and intermediate results.
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Team Management Project Management Data & Information Management

Poor coordination Low level of process maturity Lack of reproducibility
Collaboration issues across teams Uncertain business objectives Retaining and accumulation of knowledge

Lack of transparent communication Setting adequate expectations Low data quality for ML
Inefficient governance models Hard to establish realistic project timelines Lack of quality assurance checks

Lack of people with analytics skills Biased emphasis on technical issues No validation data
Rely not only on leading data scientist Delivering the wrong thing Data security and privacy

Build multidisciplinary teams Project not used by business Investment in IT infrastructure

Table 1: Data science projects main challenges

This can be a serious problem for the long-term sustain-
ability of data science projects. In several applied data science
projects, the main outcome of the project may not be the ma-
chine learning model or the predicted quantity of interest, but
an intangible such as the project process itself or the generated
knowledge along its development. While it is essential to reach
the project goals, in some cases it is more important to know
how the project did reach those goals, what path did it follow
and understand why it took those steps and not other ones. This
generated knowledge about the route that a data science project
follows is crucial for understanding the results and paves the
way for future projects. That is why this knowledge has to be
managed and preserved in good condition, and for that the abil-
ity to reproduce data science tasks and experiments is decisive.
[51] states that retaining institutional knowledge is a challenge,
since data scientists and developers are in short supply and may
jump to new jobs.

To tackle this problem, [51] proposes to document every-
thing and create a detailed register for all new machine learn-
ing models, thus enabling future hires to quickly replicate work
done by their predecessors. In this regard, [53] noted knowledge-
sharing within data science teams and across the entire organi-
zation as one key factor for project success and [43, 48] added
data & information management as well.

In relation to data management, [51] also pointed out the
issue of multiple similar but inconsistent data sets, where many
versions of the same data sets could be circulating within the
company, with no way to identify which is the correct one.

Summary
The presented problematic points have been classified in three
main categories, according to whether they relate to the a) team
or organization, b) to the project management or c) to the data
& information management. This taxonomy is meant to facili-
tate and better understand the types of problems that arise dur-
ing a data science project. In addition, this classification will
go hand in hand with the review of data science methodologies
that will be introduced later in the paper. An alternative classi-
fication system for big data challenges is proposed on [60], de-
fined by data, process and management challenges. For them,
data challenges are related to the characteristics of data itself,
process challenges arise while processing the data and manage-
ment challenges tackle privacy, security, governance and lack
of skills. We claim that the proposed taxonomy of challenges
incorporates this classification and has a broader view. Table 1

summarizes the main challenges that come out when executing
real data science projects.

Some of the challenges listed on Table 1 are considered to
be a symptom or reflection of a larger problem, which is the
lack of a coherent methodology in data science projects, as was
stated by [7]. In this sense, [9] suggested that an augmented
data science methodology could improve the success rate of
data science projects. In the same article, the author presented
a survey carried out in 2018 to professionals from both industry
and not-for-profit organizations, where 82% of the respondents
declared that they did not follow an explicit process methodol-
ogy for developing data science projects, but 85% of the respon-
dents considered that using an improved and more consistent
process would produce more effective data science projects.

Therefore, in this article we would like to explore the fol-
lowing research questions:

• RQ1: What methodologies can be found on the literature
to manage data science projects?

• RQ2: Are these available methodologies prepared to meet
the demands of current challenges?

3. Research Methodology

In order to investigate the state-of-the-art in data science method-
ologies, in this article we have opted for a critical review of the
literature. Saunders and Rojon [61] define a critical literature
review as a “combination of our knowledge and understanding
of what has been written, our evaluation and judgment skills
and our ability to structure these clearly and logically in writ-
ing”. They also point out several key attributes of a critical
literature review: a) it discusses and evaluates the most rele-
vant research relevant to the topic, b) it acknowledges the most
important and relevant theories, frameworks and experts within
the field, c) it contextualizes and justifies aims and objectives
and d) it identifies gaps in knowledge that has not been explored
in previous literature.

The presented critical literature review was carried out based
on the preceding concepts and through a comparison of litera-
ture on data science project management. The main reason to
go for a critical review rather than a systematic review was that
information regarding the use of data science methodologies is
scattered among different sources, such as scientific journals,
books, but also blogs, white papers and open online publishing
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platforms. The information available on informal sources was
indeed very important to understand the perspective of real data
science projects. In order to select articles for inclusion, a set
of selection criteria was set:

• Source and databases used for search: Web of Science,
Mendeley, Google Scholar, Google

• Time period: from 2010 until 2020 (exception on CRISP-
DM, from 1995)

• Language: English

• Document type: journal paper, conference paper, white
paper. Both academic and practitioner papers were used.
Practitioner articles were also included as they could pro-
vide an industry-level perspective on the data science
methodologies.

• Content: all papers selected had to do with data science
project methodologies either directly (title, or text), or
indirectly (inferred by the content). All the included pa-
pers involved findings related to at least one of the three
categories of methodologies analyzed in this review (i.e.
team, project and data & information dimensions of data
science project management).

Ultimately, a total of 19 studies (from 1996 to 2019) were
selected for examination. Each study contained a lot of infor-
mation, and thus, it was decided that the best way to compare
studies was through the creation of a comparative table. This
first table attempted to separate the key elements of the studies
into four points:

1. Paper details (Author / Journal / Year)
2. Main ideas and keywords
3. Perspective (team, project, data & information)
4. Findings

Afterwards, a second table was created to analyze how each
methodology met the demands of the identified challenges. This
table has been partitioned into three separate Tables [2,3,4], one
for each category of challenges. The first column takes into
account the challenges identified on Section 2 for team man-
agement, project management and data & information manage-
ment. In order to deal these challenges, methodologies design
and implement different processes. Examples of such processes
have been included on the second column. Based on the pro-
posal of each methodology, a score is assigned to each criteria.
These scores attempt to capture the effort put by the authors to
solve each challenge. Taking as a reference [62], the following
punctuation system has been used:

• 0: criteria not fulfilled at all

• 1: criteria hardly fulfilled

• 2: criteria partially fulfilled

• 3: criteria fulfilled to a great extend

The quantitative information included on the Tables [2,3,4]
has also been illustrated in a triangular plot (Figure 1 right).
Each axis represents a category of challenges - team, project,
data & information - and the value in percentage (%) reflects
how well a methodology addresses those challenges. More
specifically, the percentage value is calculated as the ratio be-
tween the sum of the scores and the maximum possible sum in
each category. For example, the project management category
has 7 challenges, so the maximum possible score is 7 · 3 = 21.
A methodology that obtains 14 points will have a percentage
score of 14/21 = 66%.

The percentage scores included in the triangular plot were
also exploited to estimate the integrity of methodologies, which
measures how well a given methodology covers all three cat-
egories of challenges. Figure 1 (left) illustrates the integrity
scores for the reviewed methodologies. The integrity is calcu-
lated as the ratio between the area of the triangle and the area of
the triangle with perfect scores 100% on the three categories,
which clearly has the maximum area (3

√
3/4). Calculating

the area of the triangle using the three percentage scores is not
straightforward, as it is explained in the Appendix A.

Therefore, Tables [2,3,4] quantitatively evaluate the quali-
tative characteristics of each methodology and its suitability to
take on the challenges identified on Section 2 for the manage-
ment of teams, projects and data & information.

4. Results: Critical Review of Data Science Methodologies

Hereunder we review a collection of methodologies that pro-
pose guidelines for managing and executing data science projects.
Each methodology is described in detail in order to analyze how
well it meets the demands of the presented challenges. This in-
cludes a description of structure, features, principles, artifacts,
and recommendations. Each methodology is concluded with
a summary of its main strengths and drawbacks. We suggest
the reader to check the scores given to each methodology after
reading the corresponding critical review.

4.1. CRISP-DM

Cross-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM)
[63] is an open standard process model developed by SPSS
and Teradata in 1996 that describes common approaches used
by data mining experts. It presents a structured, well defined
and extremely documented process iterative process. CRISP-
DM breaks down the lifecycle of a data mining project into
six phases: business understanding, data understanding, data
preparation, modeling, evaluation and deployment.

The business understanding phase focuses on the project
objectives and the requirements from a business perspective,
and converts this information into a data science problem. Thus
it tries to align business and data science objectives, setting ade-
quate expectations and focusing of delivering what the business
is expecting. The outcome of this stage is usually a fixed project
plan, which hardly takes into account the difficulty to establish
realistic project timelines due to the exploratory nature of data
science projects and their intrinsic uncertainty.
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Table 2: Methodology Scores on Project Management
To address the challenges of... Methodology provides... [4.1] [4.2] [4.3] [4.4] [4.5] [4.6] [4.7] [4.8] [4.9] [4.10] [4.11] [4.12] [4.13] [4.14] [4.15] [4.16] [4.17] [4.18] [4.19]

Low level of process maturity data science lifecycle: high level
tasks / guideline / project manage-
ment scheme

3 3 3 3 3 0 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 3 3

Uncertain business objectives schematic to prevent making the
important questions too late in time

2 2 2 2 1 0 1 3 3 2 3 3 1 1 3 2 0 3 2

Set adequate expectations gives importance to the business or
industry understanding phase

3 3 2 3 2 0 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 3 2 2 1 2 3

Hard to establish realistic project time-
lines

processes to control and monitor
how long specific steps will take

0 1 0 0 3 2 0 0 0 3 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0

Biased emphasis on technical issues involved with aligning business re-
quirements and data science goals

2 2 3 2 0 0 1 3 3 3 2 0 2 1 2 2 1 2 2

Delivering the ”wrong thing” makes sure that the outcome of the
project is what the client/researcher
is expecting

2 3 1 2 1 0 0 3 3 2 2 3 2 3 0 2 0 2 2

Results not used by business methods for results evaluation, inte-
gration of the service or product in
the client environment and provides
necessary training

2 3 1 2 0 0 0 3 2 2 2 3 2 3 2 0 0 3 3

total 14 17 12 14 10 2 7 18 16 17 14 17 14 14 11 10 5 15 15
% over perfect (21) 67 81 57 67 48 10 33 86 76 81 67 81 67 67 52 48 24 71 71

Table 3: Methodology Scores on Team Management
To address the challenges of... Methodology provides... [4.1] [4.2] [4.3] [4.4] [4.5] [4.6] [4.7] [4.8] [4.9] [4.10] [4.11] [4.12] [4.13] [4.14] [4.15] [4.16] [4.17] [4.18] [4.19]

Poor coordination establishes roles/responsibilities in
a data science project

0 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 1 0 2 0 1 0 2 2 1 3 0

Collaboration issues across teams defines clear tasks and problems for
every person, and how to collabo-
rate

0 3 3 3 3 3 1 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 0

Lack of transparent communication describes how teams should work to
communicate, coordinate and col-
laborate effectively

0 2 0 2 2 3 3 0 0 1 2 0 2 0 0 0 3 0 0

Inefficient governance models describes how to coordinate with
IT and approaches the deployment
stage

0 0 2 3 2 3 0 1 3 2 1 3 1 0 1 3 0 2 3

Rely not only on leading data scientist shares responsibilities, promotes
training of employees

0 1 2 1 2 2 0 2 0 1 2 1 1 0 2 0 0 2 0

Build multidisciplinary teams promotes teamwork of multidisci-
plinary profiles

0 2 1 2 1 2 1 0 1 1 1 3 0 0 2 1 2 0 1

total 0 11 11 14 13 16 8 5 5 5 10 7 5 0 7 6 9 10 4
% over perfect (18) 0 61 61 78 72 89 44 28 28 42 56 39 28 0 39 33 50 56 22

Table 4: Methodology Scores on Data & Information Management
To address the challenges of... Methodology provides... [4.1] [4.2] [4.3] [4.4] [4.5] [4.6] [4.7] [4.8] [4.9] [4.10] [4.11] [4.12] [4.13] [4.14] [4.15] [4.16] [4.17] [4.18] [4.19]

Lack of reproducibility offers setup for assuring repro-
ducibility and traceability

0 3 3 1 2 2 3 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 2

Retaining and accumulation of knowl-
edge

generation and accumulation of
knowledge: data, models, experi-
ments, project insights, best prac-
tices and pitfalls

2 2 3 3 2 3 3 0 3 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 3 0 2

Low data quality for Machine Learn-
ing algorithms

takes into account the limitations of
Machine Learning techniques

1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 1 2 1 2

Lack of quality assurance checks tests to check data limitations in
quality and potential use

2 3 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 3 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 3 2

No validation data robust validation of the proposed
solution & makes hypothesis

2 2 3 2 2 0 0 3 1 2 3 2 1 1 2 0 0 0 2

Data security and privacy concerned about data security and
privacy

0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 2 0

Investment in IT infrastructure preallocates resources for invest-
ment on IT resources

0 1 2 0 1 0 0 3 3 3 2 3 2 2 2 2 0 2 2

total 7 11 11 12 8 5 9 6 10 11 7 6 9 6 7 5 10 8 12
% over perfect (21) 33 52 52 57 38 24 43 29 48 52 33 29 43 29 33 24 48 38 57

Score Punctuation System: criteria not fulfilled at all (0), hardly fulfilled (1), partially fulfilled (2), fulfilled to a great extend (3).

Legend: 4.1 CRISP-DM; 4.2 Microsoft TDSP; 4.3 Domino DS Lifecycle; 4.4 RAMSYS; 4.5 Agile Data Science Lifecycle; 4.6 MIDST; 4.7 Development Workflows for Data
Scientists; 4.8 Big Data Ideation, Assessment and Implementation; 4.9 Big Data Management Canvas; 4.10 Agile Delivery Framework; 4.11 Systematic Research on Big Data;
4.12 Big Data Managing Framework; 4.13 Data Science Edge; 4.14 Foundational Methodology for Data Science; 4.15 Analytics Canvas; 4.16 AI Ops; 4.17 Data Science
Workflow; 4.18 EMC Data Analytics Lifecycle; 4.19 Toward data mining engineering
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Figure 1: Quantitative summary of the reviewed methodologies: a) integrity value is represented on the bar plot and b) each category’s scores are illustrated on the
triangular plot, with the line color representing the integrity

The rest of the stages (data preparation, modeling, evalua-
tion and deployment) are quite straight-forward, and the reader
is surely familiar with them. An strict adherence to the CRISP-
DM process forces the project manager to document the project
and the decisions made along the way, thus retaining most of
the generated knowledge. Apart from that, the data preparation
phase involves data quality assessment tests, while the evalua-
tion phase gives a noticeable importance to the validation and
evaluation of the project results.

Nevertheless, one of the main shortcomings of CRISP-DM
is that it does not explain how teams should organize to carry
out the defined processes and does not address any of the above
mentioned team management issues. In this sense, in words of
[64], CRISP-DM needs a better integration with management
processes, demands to align with software and agile develop-
ment methodologies, and instead of simple checklists, it also
needs method guidance for individual activities within stages.

Overall, CRISP-DM provides a coherent framework for guide-
lines and experience documentation. The data science lifecycle
presented by CRISP-DM is commonly used as a reference by
other methodologies, that replicate it with different variations.
However, CRISP-DM was conceived in 1996, and therefore is
not updated to the current paradigm and the latest developments
in data science technologies, especially in regard of big data ad-
vancements. In words of industry veteran Gregory Piatetsky of
KDNuggets: “CRISP-DM remains the most popular methodol-
ogy for analytics, data mining, and data science projects, with
43% share in latest KDnuggets survey [10], but a replacement
for unmaintained CRISP-DM is long overdue”.

4 Coherent and well documented iterative process

5 Does not explain how teams should organize and does
not address any team management issues

4.2. Microsoft TDSP

Microsoft Team Data Science Process (TDSP) by Microsoft
[65] is an “agile, iterative data science methodology that helps
improving team collaboration and learning”. It is very well
documented and it provides several tools and utilities that fa-
cilitate its use. Unfortunately, TDSP is very dependent on Mi-
crosoft services and policies, and this complicates a broader
use. In fact, we believe that any methodology should be in-
dependent of any tools or technologies. As it was defined on
[66], a methodology is a general approach that guides the tech-
niques and activities within a specific domain with a defined
set of rules, methods and processes and does not rely on cer-
tain technologies or tools. With independence of the Microsoft
tools in which TSDP relies, this methodology provides some
interesting processes, both on project, team and data & infor-
mation management, which have been summarized.

The key components of TDSP are: 1) data science lifecycle
definition 2) a standardized project structure 3) infrastructure
and resources and 4) tools and utilities for project execution.

TDSP’s project lifecycle is like CRISP-DM and includes
five iterative stages: a) Business Understanding b) Data Acqui-
sition and Understanding c) Modeling d) Deployment and e)
Customer Acceptance. It is indeed a iterative and cyclic pro-
cess: the output of the “Data Acquisition and Understanding”
phase can feed back to the “Business Understanding” phase, for
example.

At the business understanding stage, TDSP is concerned
about defining SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Rel-
evant, Time-bound) objectives and identifying the data sources.
In this sense, one of the most interesting artifacts is the char-
ter document: this standard template is a living document that
keeps updating throughout the project as new discoveries are
made and as business requirements change as well. This arti-
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fact helps documenting the project discovery process, and also
promotes transparency and communication, as long as stake-
holders are involved in it. Besides, iterating upon the charter
document facilitates the generation and accumulation of knowl-
edge and valuable information for future projects. Along with
other auxiliary artifacts, this document can help tracing back
on the history of the project and reproducing different experi-
ments. Regarding reproducibility, for each tested model, TDSP
provides a model report: a standard, template-based report with
details on each experiment.

In relation to the quality assessment, a data quality report is
prepared during the data acquisition and understanding phase.
This report includes data summaries, the relationships between
each attribute and target, variable ranking, and more. To ease
this task, TDSP provides an automated utility, called IDEAR,
to help visualize the data and prepare data summary reports. In
the final phase the customer validates whether the system meets
their business needs and whether it answers the questions with
acceptable accuracy.

TDSP addresses the weakness of CRISP-DM’s lack of team
definition by defining four distinct roles (solution architect, project
manager, data scientist, and project lead) and their responsi-
bilities during each phase of the project lifecycle. These roles
are very well defined from a project management perspective
and the team works under Agile methodologies, which improve
the collaboration and the coordination. Their responsibilities
regarding the project creation, execution and development are
clear.

4 Integral methodology: provides processes both on project,
team and data & information management

5 Excessive dependence on Microsoft tools and technolo-
gies

4.3. Domino DS Lifecycle

Domino Data Lab introduced its data science project lifecycle
in a 2017 white-paper [59]. Inspired by CRISP-DM, agile, and
a series of client observations, it takes “a holistic approach to
the entire project lifecycle from ideation to delivery and mon-
itoring.” The methodology is founded on three guiding princi-
ples: a) “Expect and embrace iteration” but “prevent iterations
from meaningfully delaying projects, or distracting them from
the goal at hand”. b) “Enable compounding collaboration” by
creating components that are re-usable in other projects. c) “An-
ticipate auditability needs” and “preserve all relevant artifacts
associated with the development and deployment of a model”.

The proposed data science lifecycle is composed of the fol-
lowing phases: a) ideation b) data acquisition and exploration
c) research and development d) validation e) delivery f) moni-
toring

The ideation mirrors the business understanding phase from
CRISP-DM. In this phase business objectives are identified,
success criteria are outlined and if it is the case, the initial ROI
analysis is performed. This phase also integrates common ag-
ile practices including developing a stakeholder-driven backlog

and creating deliverable mock-ups. These preliminary business
analysis activities can dramatically reduce the project risk by
driving alignment across stakeholders.

The data acquisition and exploration phase incorporates many
elements from the data understanding and data preparation phases
of CRISP-DM. The research and development phase is the “per-
ceived heart” of the data science process. It iterates through
hypothesis generations, experimentation, and insight delivery.
DominoLab recommends starting with simple models, setting a
cadence for insight deliveries, tracking business KPIs, and es-
tablishing standard hardware and software configurations while
being flexible to experiment.

The validation stage highlights the importance of ensuring
reproducibility of results, automated validation checks, and the
preservation of the null results. In the delivery stage, Domino
recommends to preserve links between deliverable artifacts, flag
dependencies, and develop a monitoring and training plan. Con-
sidering models’ non deterministic nature, Domino suggests
monitoring techniques that go beyond standard software mon-
itoring practices: for example, using control groups in produc-
tion models to keep track of model performance and value cre-
ation to the company.

Overall, Domino’s model does not describe every single
step but is more informative to lead a team towards better per-
formance. It effectively integrates data science, software en-
gineering, and agile approaches. Moreover, it leverages ag-
ile strategies, such as fast iterative deliveries, close stakeholder
management, and a product backlog. In words of [67] Domino’s
lifecycle should not be viewed as mutually exclusive with CRISP-
DM or Microsoft’s TDSP; rather its “best practices” approach
with “a la carte” elements could augment these or other method-
ologies as opposed to replace them.

4 Holistic approach to the project lifecycle. Effectively in-
tegrates data science, software engineering, and agile ap-
proaches

5 Informative methodology rather than prescriptive

4.4. RAMSYS

RAMSYS [68] by Steve Moyle is a methodology for supporting
rapid remote collaborative data mining projects. It is intended
for distributed teams and the principles that guide the design
of the methodology are: light management, start any time, stop
any time, problem solving freedom, knowledge sharing, and
security.

This methodology follows and extends the CRISP-DM method-
ology, and it allows the data mining effort to be expended at
very different locations communicating via a web-based tool.
The aim of the methodology is to enable information and knowl-
edge sharing, as well as the freedom to experiment with any
problem solving technique.

RAMSYS defines three roles, named “modellers”, “data
master” and “management committee”. The “data master” is
responsible for maintaining the database and applying the nec-
essary transformations. The “management committee” ensures
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Figure 2: CRISP-DM Figure 3: Microsoft TDSP Figure 4: Domino DS Lifecycle Figure 5: RAMSYS

that information flows within the network and that a good so-
lution is provided. This committee is also responsible for man-
aging the interface with the client and setting up the challenge
relative to the data science project in hand: defining the suc-
cess criteria, receiving and selecting submissions. In this way,
“modellers” experiment, test the validity of each hypothesis and
produce new knowledge. With that, they can suggest new data
transformations to the “data master”. One of the strengths of
the RAMSYS model is the relative freedom given to modellers
in the project to try their own approaches. Modellers benefit of
central data management, but have to conform to the defined
evaluation criteria.

The “information vault” is an proposed artifact that con-
tains the problem definition, the data, and the hypothesis about
the data and the models, among other concepts. Moreover,
RAMSYS proposes the use of the “hypothesis investment ac-
count”, which contains all the necessary operations to refute
or corroborate an hypothesis: the hypothesis statement, refuta-
tion/corroboration evidence, proof, hypothesis refinement and
generalization. This artifact can be used to extract reusable
knowledge in the form of lessons learned for future projects.

Therefore, RAMSYS intends to allow the collaborative work
of remotely placed data scientists in a disciplined manner in
what respects the flow of information while allowing the free
flow of ideas for problem solving. Of course, this methodology
can be applied to more common data science team that share
location. The clear definition of the responsibilities for each
role allows effective collaboration and the tools that support this
methodology are well defined to be applied to real projects.

4 Considers distributed teams and enables information and
knowledge sharing

5 Lack of support for sharing datasets and models

4.5. Agile Data Science Lifecycle

Agile Data Science Lifecycle [69] by Russell Jurney presents
a framework to perform data science combined with agile phi-
losophy. This methodology asserts that the most effective and
suitable way for data science to be valuable for organizations
is through a web application, and therefore, under this point
of view, doing data science evolves into building applications
that describe the applied research process: rapid prototyping,
exploratory data analysis, interactive visualization and applied
machine learning.

The book includes the “Agile Data Science manifesto”, which
attempts to apply agility to the practice of data science, and is
based on several principles: 1) Iterate, iterate, iterate: the author
emphasizes the iterative nature of the creating, testing and train-
ing learning algorithms. 2) Ship intermediate output: through-
out cycles of iteration, any intermediate output is committed
and shared with other team members. In this sense, by sharing
work on a continual basis, the methodology promotes feedback
and the creation of new ideas. 3) Prototype experiments over
implementing tasks: it is uncertain if an experiment will lead to
any valuable insight. 4) Integrate the tyrannical opinion of data
in product management: it is important to listen to the data.
5) Climb up and down the data value pyramid: the data value
pyramid provides a process path from initial data collection to
discovering useful actions. The generation of value increases
as the team climbs to higher layers of the pyramid. 6) Discover
and pursue the critical path to a killer product. The critical path
is the one that leads to something actionable that creates value.
7) Describe the process, not just the end state. Document the
process to understand how the critical path was found.

Overall, Agile Data Science tries to align data science with
the rest of the organization. Its main goal is to document and
guide exploratory data analysis to discover and follow the crit-
ical path to a compelling product. The methodology also takes
into account that products are built by teams of people, and
hence it defines a broad spectrum of team roles, from customers
to the DevOps engineers.

4 Rapid delivery of value from data to customer.
More realistic feedback: assess value in deliverables

5 Agile is less straightforward, works better in dynamic en-
vironments and evolving requirements

4.6. MIDST

Kevin Crowston [70] presents a theoretical model of socio-technical
affordances for stigmergic coordination. The goal of this method-
ology is to better support coordination in data science teams by
transferring findings about coordination from free/libre open
source software (FLOSS) development. For that purpose, the
authors design and implement a system to support stigmergic
coordination.

A process is stigmergic if the work done by one agent pro-
vides a stimulus (stigma) that attracts other agents to continue
the job. Thus, stigmergic coordination is a form of coordination
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that is based on signals from shared work. The organization of
the collective action emerges from the interaction of the indi-
viduals and the evolving environment, rather than from a shared
plan or direct interaction.

As it is claimed on the article, the specific tools that would
be useful to data science teams might be different than the fea-
tures that are important for FLOSS dev teams, making it diffi-
cult to configure a data science collaboration environment us-
ing existing tools. That is why the authors propose an alterna-
tive approach based on stigmergic coordination and developed a
web-based data science application to support it. In this regard,
a theory of affordance to support stigmergic coordination is de-
veloped, which is based on the following principles: visibility
of work, use of clear genres of work products and combinability
of contributions.

The proposed framework is targeted to improve the collab-
oration between data scientists, and does not attempt to cover
project management nor data management issues. It should be
taken into consideration that the presented web-based applica-
tion was further tested on real cases with students. While it
is true that some of the reviewed methodologies are explained
together with use cases, most lack empirical and field experi-
mentation. That is why the effort put by this methodology in
that direction is specially emphasized.

4 Improves collaboration between data scientists through
stigmergic coordination.

5 Exclusively focused on improving team coordination

4.7. Development Workflows for Data Scientists
Development Workflows for Data Scientists [53] by Github and
O’Reilly Media gathers various best practices and workflows
for data scientists. The document examines how several data-
driven organizations are improving development workflows for
data science.

The proposed data science process follows an iterative struc-
ture: a) ask interesting question b) examine previous work c)
get data d) explore the data e) model the data f) test g) docu-
ment the code h) deploy to production i) communicate results

The process starts by asking an interesting question, which
is described as one of the hardest tasks in data science. Under-
standing the business goals and the data limitations are required
prior to asking interesting questions. In this regard, defining a
suitable success measure for both the business and the data sci-
ence team is also described as a challenge. The next step in
the process is examining previous work. However, more often
than not data science teams are coming across non-structured
projects and scattered knowledge, which complicates under-
standing previous work. In this sense, they recommend the use
of tools to make data science work more discoverable, such as
the Airbnb’s Knowledge Repo [71].

From then on, data is obtained and explored. Regarding
the data collection, the authors claim that is not enough to just
gather relevant data, but to also understand how it was gener-
ated and deal with security, compliance and anonymization as-
pects. To help during the data exploration, it is recommended to

have a good data directory structure. Tools such as cookiecutter
can take care of all the setup and boilerplate for data science
projects.

With reference to the data modeling, it is suggested to cre-
ate two teams: one for building models and a completely in-
dependent one to evaluate and validate the models. Doing so,
data training leaks are prevented and also the success criteria
is kept safe from the model creation process. The next step on
the process, testing, is yet a debated area. Here is where data
science and software development practices deviate: in data sci-
ence there is a lot of trial and error, which can be incompatible
with test-driven frameworks. Still, it is recommended to use
testing technologies to improve interpretability, accuracy, and
the user experience.

Having a documentation phase is without a doubt an in-
novative yet logical point for data science methodologies. In
fact, documenting the working solution is not always enough,
since it is equally valuable to know the pitfalls and the dead
ends. It is recommended to create a codebook to record all steps
taken, tools used, data sources, results and conclusions reached.
This phase is directly related to the “examining previous work”
phase, as having a well documented project will help subse-
quent projects. Then models are deployed to production. For
this task, it is proposed to use an standard git-flow to version all
changes to the models. Finally, the last step in the process is to
communicate the results, which together with asking the initial
question, can be the most problematic steps.

This methodology is built upon the recommendations from
first-class data-driven organizations, and there lies its main strength.
It includes novel phases in the data science workflow, such as
“previous work examination”, “code documentation” and “re-
sults communication”. It also proposes a team structure and
roles: data scientist, machine learning engineer, data engineer.
Overall, it is concluded that ultimately a good workflow de-
pends on the tasks, goals, and values of each team, but it rec-
ommends to produce results fast, reproduce, reuse and audit
results, and enable collaboration and knowledge sharing.

4 Built upon recommendations and best-practices from first-
class data-driven organizations

5 Lacks an in-depth breakdown of each phase

4.8. Big Data Ideation, Assessment and Implementation

Big data ideation, assessment and implementation by Martin
Vanauer [57] is a methodology to guide big data idea genera-
tion, idea assessment and implementation management. It is
based on big data 4V’s (volume, variety, velocity, value and
veracity), IT value theory, workgroup ideation processes and
enterprise architecture management.

The authors claim that the introduction of big data resem-
bles an innovative process, and therefore they follow a model of
workgroup innovation to propose their methodology, which is
structured in two phases: ideation and implementation. Ideation
refers to the generation of solutions by applying big data to new
situations. Implementation is related to the evaluation of the de-
veloped solutions and the subsequent realization.
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Figure 6: Agile Data Science Lifecycle Figure 7: MIDST Figure 8: Development Workflows for
Data Scientists

Figure 9: Big Data Ideation, Assess-
ment and Implementation

More specifically, for the ideation phase two perspectives
are defined: either there are business requirements that can be
better fulfilled by IT, which the authors called “Business First”
(BF), or, the IT department opens up new business opportuni-
ties, so called “Data First” (DF). Under this perspective, there is
no such thing as “Technology First”. The authors claim that pri-
oritizing technology is not feasible because technology should
not be introduced as an end by itself, but in a way in which it
provides value to the business.Therefore, the ideation phase ei-
ther resembles the identification of business needs (BF), or the
development of new business models based on an identification
of available data (DF).

Each phase (ideation and implementation) is also structured
into the transition and action sub-phases: 1) Ideation transition:
comprises the mission definition and identification of objec-
tives. Two artifacts are used to support this stage: the “Mod-
elling and Requirements Engineering” for the BF and the “Key
Resources Assessment” for the DF perspective. 2) Ideation
action: here creative solutions are identified by preparing a
business use case (BF) or a value proposition (DF), assisted
by a “Business Model Canvas”. 3) Implementation transition:
involves evaluating and selecting the most appropriate ideas.
Here is where a financial and organizational feasibility study
is carried out, by means of a cost/benefit analysis (BF) or a
value proposition fit assessment (DF). The technical feasibility
is also analyzed using EAM methods for impact assessment and
rollout. 4) Implementation action: finally, the implementation
roadmap is developed.

This proposal introduces a totally new perspective that has
nothing to do with the rest of presented methodologies. It shows
a completely different pipeline, that breaks away from the CRISP-
DM-based data analytics lifecycles. Its main strength comes
from the structure of ideation and implementation phases, but
more importantly from the distinction of business-first vs data-
first perspectives, which define the subsequent paths to be fol-
lowed. However, it does not address team related challenges,
nor data management issues.

4 Distinction of business-first vs data-first perspectives

5 Overlooks team related and data management issues

4.9. Big Data Management Canvas
Big Data Management Canvas by Michael Kaufmann [72] is a
reference model for big data management that operationalizes

value creation from data by linking business targets with tech-
nical implementation.

This research article proposes a big data management pro-
cess that helps knowledge emerge and create value. Kaufmann
asserts that creating value from big data relies on “supporting
decisions with new knowledge extracted from data analysis”. It
provides a frame of reference for data science to orient the engi-
neering of information systems for big data processing, toward
the generation of knowledge and value. The author incorporates
the value term on the big data paradigm, in this case defined by
the 5V’s: volume, velocity, variety, veracity, and value.

In this regard, big data management refers to the process
of “controlling flows of large volume, high velocity, heteroge-
neous and/or uncertain data to create value”. To ensure that the
project is effectively focused on value creation, business and
IT alignment is an essential principle. The presented Big Data
Management Canvas consists of the following five phases: 1)
Data preparation: combination of data from different sources
into a single platform with consistent access for analytics 2)
Data analytics: extraction of actionable knowledge directly from
data through a process of discovery, hypothesis formulation and
hypothesis testing. 3) Data interaction: definition of how users
interfere with the data analysis results. 4) Data effectuation: use
of data analysis results to create value in products and services.
5) Data intelligence: ability of the organization to acquire and
apply knowledge and skills in data management. In this sense,
there are three types of knowledge and skills: a) knowledge
generated from data b) knowledge about data and data manage-
ment and c) knowledge and skills necessary for data analytics
and management

This framework is based on an epistemic model of big data
management as a cognitive system: it theorizes that knowledge
emerges not by passive observation, but by “iterative closed
loops of purposely creating and observing changes in the envi-
ronment”. Targeting this vision towards data analytics, it claims
that the knowledge that big data analytics generates emerges
from the interaction of data scientists and end-users with exist-
ing databases and analysis results.

Overall, this methodology offers a different perspective of
data science, explicitly prioritizing the value creation from data.
Most approaches to big data research aim at data storage, com-
putation and analytics instead of knowledge and value, that
should be the result of big data processing. This change of
perspective affects the project development, continuously bal-
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ancing and aligning business and technology.

4 Prioritizes value creation from data, rather than focusing
on storage, computation and analytics.

5 Team management challenges are not addressed

4.10. Agile Delivery Framework
Larson and Chang [73] propose a framework based on the syn-
thesis of agile principles with Business Intelligence (BI), fast
analytics and data science. There are two layers of strategic
tasks: (A) the top layer includes BI delivery and (B) the bottom
layer includes fast analytics and data science.

In the top layer there are five sequential steps: discovery,
design, development, deployment and value delivery. A1) “dis-
covery” is where stakeholders determine the business require-
ments and define operating boundaries. A2) “design” focuses
on modeling and establishing the architecture of the system.
A3) “development” is a very broad phase that includes a wide
array of activities, for instance, coding ETLs or scripting schedul-
ing jobs. A4) “deployment” focuses on integration of new func-
tionalities and capabilities into production. A5) “value deliv-
ery” includes maintenance, change management and end user
feedback.

The bottom layer includes six sequential steps: scope, data
acquisition, analysis, model development, validation and de-
ployment. B1) “scope” defines the problem statement and the
scope of data sources. B2) “data acquisition” acquires the data
from the data lake and assesses the value of the data sources.
B3) “analysis” visualizes the data and creates a data profiling
report. B4) “model development” fits statistical and machine
learning models to the data. B5) “validation” ratifies the qual-
ity of the model. Both the model development and the valida-
tion are carried out via timeboxed iterations and agile methods.
B6) “deployment” prepares dashboards and other visualization
tools.

The framework is designed to encourage successful busi-
ness and IT stakeholder collaboration. For the authors, data sci-
ence is inherently agile as the process is carried out through it-
erations, and data science teams are usually composed by small
teams and require collaboration between business partners and
technical experts. Similarly, the BI lifecycle has three phases
in which the agile approach can be suitable: the discovery, de-
sign and development phases may benefit from iterative cycles
and small time-boxed increments, even though there are not any
software programming tasks. The main novel approach of this
methodology is that completely separates the business intelli-
gence and the data analysis worlds. In fact, it proposes two
methodologies that evolve parallel to each other and by means
of agile methods pledges an effective collaboration between
these two parts.

4 Two methodologies for business intelligence and the data
analysis that work in parallel

5 Data management challenges and reproducibility issues
are omitted

4.11. Systematic Research on Big Data

Das et al. [17] explore the systematization of data-driven re-
search practices. The presented process is composed of eight
Agile analytic steps, that start with a given dataset and end with
the research output. In this sense, [74] is the recommended de-
velopment style for the process.

First, information is extracted and cleaned. Even though
the core of data-driven research is the data, the authors claim
that the process should start from a question of what is intended
to obtain from the research and the data. Therefore, the next
phase is the preliminary data analysis, in which some patterns
and information are revealed from the data. These patterns can
be extracted with the help of unsupervised methods, and will
be used to find an appropriate target and starting point of the
research. Hence, the generated data patterns and discoveries
lead to the definition of the research goal or research hypothesis.

Once the setup of the research goal is defined, more work
can be put on the extracted data. Otherwise, the research goal
must be modified, and preliminary data analysis tasks such as
descriptive analytics need to be carried out again. Therefore,
further analysis can be done given the goal of the research, se-
lecting the most relevant features and building machine learn-
ing models. The output from these models or predictive sys-
tems is further evaluated. Within an Agile process, the output
evaluation can be done in iterative enhancements. Finally, it is
important to communicate and report the results effectively, us-
ing meaningful infographics and data visualization techniques.
These steps may be repeated in an iterative fashion until the
desired results or level of performance is achieved.

This methodology suggests to execute the above workflow
with a small subset of the dataset, identify issues early on, and
only when satisfactory, expand to the entire dataset. In addi-
tion to the use of iterative Agile planning and execution, the
authors claim that a generalized dataset and a standardized data
processing can make data-driven research more systematic and
consistent.

In general, this framework provides a process for perform-
ing systematic research on big data and is supported by Agile
methodologies along the development process. Agile can pro-
mote frequent collaboration and a value-driven development in
an iterative, incremental fashion. However, not enough effort is
put by the authors on defining the roles and interactions of the
team members across the different stages of the project. Over-
all, this methodology is closer to the research and academic
world, and since data science finds itself between research ac-
tivities and business applications, it is very valuable to have
a methodology to bring out the best from at least, one of the
worlds.

4 Research-focused and systematic approach

5 Does not define roles and interactions between team mem-
bers across the different stages of the project

4.12. Big Data Managing Framework

Dutta et al. [75] present a new framework for implementing big
data analytics projects that combines the change management
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Figure 10: Big Data Management Can-
vas

Figure 11: Agile Delivery Framework Figure 12: Systematic Research on Big
Data

Figure 13: Big Data Managing Frame-
work

aspects of an IT project management framework with the data
management aspects of an analytics framework. This method-
ology presents a iterative and cyclical process for a big data
project, which is organized into three distinct phases: strategic
groundwork, data analytics and implementation.

The strategic groundwork phase involves the identification
of the business problem, brainstorming activities, the conceptu-
alization of the solution to be adopted and the formation of the
project teams. More in detail, the “business problem” phase
sets the right expectations of the stakeholders, and dissipate
any myths about what a big data project can achieve. The “re-
search” phase studies how similar problems have been solved
and it also looks for different analytics products available in
the market. Then the team is conformed, and it recommends
building it up with people from various backgrounds: busi-
ness units, IT experts, data scientist, experts in the field, busi-
ness decision makers, etc. Thus, this framework stands up for
cross-functional and multidisciplinary teams. With all of this,
the project roadmap is prepared, gathering up the major activi-
ties of the project, with timelines and designated people. This
roadmap must be flexible enough, and should focus on execu-
tion and delivery rather than aiming to a strict adherence to the
plan.

The data analytics phase has a clear structure, formed by
“data collection and examination”, “data analysis and model-
ing”, “data visualization” and “insight generation”. As observed
in other methodologies, the use of a preliminary phase for data
collection and exploration is widely used. Nevertheless, relying
on data visualization techniques to present the results of data
analysis tasks is a novel point, and indicates that the authors
are very much concerned about getting all the stakeholders in-
volved on the project development. Besides, innovative visual
representation of the data can help in insight generation and
in detecting similar and anomalous patterns in data. The data
analytics phase is concluded with the insight generation step,
which is another innovative point occasionally omitted by other
methodologies. It is important to understand the underlying la-
tent reasons behind data trends. This last step takes the analysis
to insights and possible actionable business input that can be of
value to the organization.

Finally, during the implementation phase the solution is in-
tegrated with the IT system and the necessary people are trained
to learn how to use it. The integration is a friction-prone phase,
since it involves dealing with existing IT systems and designing

a robust architecture is an challenging task. To make the imple-
mentation of the new system easier, users need to be “trained in
how to use the tools and the data that is available”. In this way,
users will feel more comfortable with a new source of insights
while taking their business decisions.

4 Emphasizes change management aspects, such as cross-
functional team formation and training of people

5 Not enough emphasis is given to the validation of data
analytics and machine learning models

4.13. Data Science Edge

The Data Science Edge (DSE) methodology is introduced along
two articles by Grady et al. [64, 76]. It is a enhanced process
model to accommodate big data technologies and data science
activities. DSE provides a complete analytics lifecycle, with a
five step model - plan, collect, curate, analyze, act, which are
organized around the maturity of the data to address the project
requirements. The authors divide the lifecycle into four quad-
rants - assess, architect, build and improve - which are detailed
here below.

The first quadrant - assess - consists in the planning, anal-
ysis of alternatives and rough order of magnitude estimation
process. It includes the requirements and definition of any crit-
ical success factors. The activities within this first assessment
phase correspond to the “plan” stage: defining organizational
boundaries, justifying the investment and attending policy and
governance concerns.

“Architect” is the second quadrant and it consists on the
translation of the requirements into a solution. The “collect”
and “curate” stages are included on this phase. More specifi-
cally, the “collect” stage is responsible for the databases man-
agement, data distribution and dynamic retrieval. Likewise,
during the “curate” stage the following activities are gathered:
exploratory visualization, privacy and data fusion activities, and
data quality assessment checks, among others.

The “build” quadrant comprises the “analyze” and “act”
stages and consists of the development, test and deployment
of the technical solution. Novel activities in the stage are: the
search for simpler questions, latency and concurrency, or the
correlation versus causation problem. The last quadrant, “im-
prove” consists of the operation and management of the system
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Figure 14: Data Science Edge Figure 15: FMDS Figure 16: Analytics Canvas Figure 17: AI Ops

as well as an analysis of “innovative ways the system perfor-
mance could be improved”.

On the whole, Grady et al. propose a novel big data an-
alytics process model that extends CRISP-DM and that pro-
vides useful enhancements. It is claimed that DSE serves as a
complete lifecycle to knowledge discovery, which includes data
storage, collection and software development. The authors ex-
plain how the DSE process model aligns to agile methodologies
and propose the required conceptual changes to adopt agile in
data analytics. Finally, the authors conclude that by following
the agile methodologies, the outcomes could be expected more
quickly to make a decision and to validate the current state of
the project.

4 Enhanced CRISP-DM process model to accommodate big
data technologies and data science activities

5 Challenges related to team management are omitted

4.14. Foundational Methodology for Data Science

The Foundational Methodology for Data Science [77] by IBM
has some similarities with CRISP-DM, but it provides a num-
ber of new practices. FMDS’s ten steps illustrate an iterative
nature of the process of data science, with several phases joined
together by closed loops. The ten stages are self-explanatory:
1) business understanding 2) analytic approach 3) data require-
ments 4) data collection 5) data understanding 6) data prepara-
tion 7) modeling 8) evaluation 9) deployment 10) feedback.

It should be pointed out the interesting position of the ana-
lytic approach phase at the beginning of the project, just after
understanding the business and without having any data col-
lection nor exploratory analysis. Even though author’s point
of view is understood, in reality data scientists have difficul-
ties to chose the analytic approach prior to the exploring the
data. Framing the business problem in the context of statistical
and machine learning techniques usually requires a preliminary
study using descriptive statistics and visualization techniques.
Overall this methodology structures a data science project in
more phases (10) than CRISP-DM (6), but has the same draw-
backs, in terms of lack a definition of the different roles of the
team, and zero concerns on reproducibility, knowledge accu-
mulation and data security.

4 Provides new practices and extends CRISP-DM process
model

5 Inherits some of the drawbacks of CRISP-DM, especially
on team and data management

4.15. Analytics Canvas

The Analytics Canvas by Arno Kuhn [47] is a semi-formal spec-
ification technique for the conceptual design of data analytics
projects. It describes an analytics use case and documents the
necessary data infrastructure during the early planning of an
analytics project. It proposes a four layer model which differ-
entiates between analytic use case, data analysis, data pools and
data sources.

The first step is understanding the domain and identifying
the analytics use case: root-cause analysis, process monitoring,
predictive maintenance or process control. Management agents
usually initiate this stage, as they have a wide vision of the com-
pany. Based on the analytics use case, data sources are speci-
fied by domain experts: sensors, control systems, ERP systems,
CRM, etc. In addition to knowing where the data comes from, it
is necessary to specify the places where data is stored. For this
purpose, the IT expert is the assigned person. Finally, the ana-
lytics use case is linked to a corresponding data analysis task:
descriptive, diagnostic, predictive or prescriptive. Here the data
scientist is the main agent involved.

Therefore, the Analytics Canvas assigns a specialized role
to each phase: management, domain expert, IT expert, data sci-
entist. The team is also supervised by the analytics architect.
This canvas is very useful to structure the project in its early
stages and identify its main constructs. Incorporating such a
tool helps setting up clear objectives and promotes a transpar-
ent communication between stakeholders. Apart from describ-
ing the analytics use case and the necessary data infrastructure,
the Analytics Canvas allows clear description and differentia-
tion of the roles of stakeholders, and thus enables interdisci-
plinary communication and collaboration.

4 Helps on the conceptual design of data analytics projects,
primarily during the early phases

5 Hard to implement as an scalable framework along the
entire project development

4.16. AI Ops

John Thomas presents a systematic approach to “operational-
izing” data science [78], which covers managing the complete
end-to-end lifecycle of data science. The author referrers to
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these set of considerations as AI Ops, which include: a) Scope
b) Understand c) Build (dev) d) Deploy and run (QA) and e)
Deploy, run, manage (Prod)

For each stage, AI-Ops defines the necessary roles: data
scientist, business user, data steward, data provider, data con-
sumer, data engineer, software engineer, AI operations, etc.
which helps organizing the project and improves coordination.
However, there are no guidelines for how these roles collabo-
rate and communicate with each other.

During the scope stage, the methodology insists on having
clear business KPIs. Proceeding without clear KPIs may result
in the team evaluating the project success by the model perfor-
mance, rather than by its impact on the business. In this sense,
correlating model performance metrics and trust/transparency
elements to the business KPIs is indeed a frequent challenge.
Without this information, it is difficult for the business to get a
view of whether a project is succeeding.

The data understanding phase is pivotal: AI-Ops proposes
to establish the appropriate rules and policies to govern access
to data. For instance, it empowers data science teams to shop
for data in a central catalog: first exploring and understanding
data, after which they can request a data feed and exploit it on
the build phase.

This methodology splits the deployment stage into two sep-
arated steps: quality assessment (QA) and production (prod),
in order to make sure that any model in production meets the
business requirements and the quality standards as well. Over-
all this methodology is focused on the operationalization of the
project, thus giving more importance to the deployment, the in-
vestment on IT infrastructure and continuous development and
integration stages.

4 Primarily focused on the deployment and operationaliza-
tion of the project

5 Does not offer guidelines for how different roles collabo-
rate and communicate with each other
Reproducibility and knowledge retaining issues are left
unexplored during model building phase

4.17. Data Science Workflow

Data Science Workflow [79] by Philip Guo introduces a modern
research programming workflow. There are four main phases:
preparation of the data, alternating between running the analy-
sis and reflection to interpret the outputs, and finally dissemina-
tion of results.

In the preparation phase data scientists acquire the data and
clean it. The acquisition can be challenging in terms of data
management, data provenance and data storage, but the defini-
tion of this preliminary phase is quite straightforward. From
there follows the core activity of data science, that is, the anal-
ysis phase. Here Guo presents a separate iterative process in
which programming scripts are prepared and executed. The
outputs of these scripts are inspected and after a debugging task,
the scripts are further edited. Guo claims that the faster the data
scientist can make it through each iteration, the more insights
could potentially be obtained per unit time.

Whereas the analysis phase involves programming, the re-
flection phase involves thinking and communicating about the
outputs of analyses. After inspecting a set of output files, a
data scientist might take notes, hold meetings and make com-
parisons. The insights obtained from this reflection phase are
used to explore new alternatives by adjusting script code and
execution parameters.

The final phase is disseminating the results, most commonly
in the form of written reports. The challenge here is to take all
the various notes, sketches, scripts and output data files created
throughout the process to aid in writing. Some data scientists
also distribute their software so that other researchers can re-
produce their experiments.

Overall, discerning the analysis from the reflection phase is
the main strength of this workflow by Guo. The exploratory
nature of data science projects makes challenging to establish
a waterfall execution and development. Hence, usually it is
needed to go back and forth to find the appropriate insights
and the optimal model for the business. Separating the pure
programming tasks (analysis) from the discussion of the results
is very valuable for data scientists, that can get lost within the
programming spiral.

4 Discerns the analysis phase from the reflection phase

5 Explicitly focused on research/science, not immediately
applicable in business case

4.18. EMC Data Analytics Lifecycle

EMC Data Analytics Lifecycle by EMC [80] is a framework
for data science projects that was designed to convey several
key points: A) Data science projects are iterative B) Continu-
ously test whether the team has accomplished enough to move
forward C) Focus work both up front, and at the end of the
projects

This methodology defines the key roles for a successful
analytics project: business user, project sponsor, project man-
ager, business intelligence analyst, database admin, data engi-
neer, data scientist. EMC also encompasses six iterative phases,
which are shown in a circle figure: data discovery, data prepa-
ration, model planning, model building, communication of the
results, and operationalization.

During the discovery phase, the business problem is framed
as an analytics challenge and the initial hypothesis are formu-
lated. The team also assesses the resources available (people,
technology and data). Once enough information is available to
draft an analytic plan, data is transformed for further analysis
on the data preparation phase.

EMC separates the model planning from the model build-
ing phase. During the model planning, the team determines
the methods, techniques, and workflow it intends to follow for
the subsequent model building phase. The team explores the
data to learn about the relationships between variables and sub-
sequently selects key variables and the most suitable models.
Isolating the model planning from the building phase is a smart
move, since it assists the iterative process of finding the optimal
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Figure 18: Data Science Workflow Figure 19: EMC Data Analytics Life-
cycle

Figure 20: Toward data mining engi-
neering

model. The back and forth process of obtaining the best model
can be chaotic and confusing: a new experiment can take weeks
to prepare, program and evaluate. Having a clear separation be-
tween model planning and model building sure enough helps
during that stage.

Presented as a separated phase, the communication of the
results is a distinctive feature of this methodology. In this phase,
the team, in collaboration with major stakeholders, determines
if the results of the project are a success or a failure based on
the criteria developed in the discovery phase. The team should
identify key findings, quantify the business value, and develop
a narrative to summarize and convey findings to stakeholders.
Finally, on the operationalization phase, the team delivers final
reports, briefings, code, and technical documents.

Overall, the EMC methodology provides a clear guideline
for the data science lifecycle, and a definition of the key roles.
It is very concerned about teams excessively focusing on phases
two through four (data preparation, model planning and model
building), and explicitly prevents them from jumping into do-
ing modeling work before they are ready. Even though it es-
tablishes the key roles in a data science project and how they
should collaborate and coordinate, it does not get into detail on
how teams should communicate more effectively.

4 Prevents data scientists from jumping prematurely into
modeling work

5 Lacks a reproducibility and knowledge management setup

4.19. Toward data mining engineering

Marbán et al. [81] propose to reuse ideas and concepts from
software engineering model processes to redefine and add to
the CRISP-DM process, and make it a data mining engineering
standard.

The authors propose a standard that includes all the activ-
ities in a well-organized manner, describing the process phase
by phase. Here only the distinctive points are discussed. The
activities missing from CRISP-DM are primarily project man-
agement processes, integral processes and organizational pro-
cesses. The project management processes establish the project
structure and coordinate the project resources throughout the
project lifecycle. CRISP-DM only takes into account the project
plan, which is a small part of the project management. This

methodology includes the lifecycle selection, and more pro-
cesses that will not be further explained: acquisition, supply,
initiation, project planning and project monitoring and control.

The integral processes are necessary to successfully com-
plete the project activities. In this category the processes of
evaluation, configuration management, documentation and user
training are included. The organizational processes help to achieve
a more effective organization, and it is recommended to adapt
the SPICE standard. This group includes the processes of im-
provement (gather best practices, methods and tools), infras-
tructure (build best environments) and training.

The core processes in data science engineering projects are
the development processes which are divided into pre-, KDD-
, and post-development processes. The proposed engineering
process model is very complete and almost covers all the di-
mensions for a successful project execution. It is based on very
well studied and designed engineering standards and as a re-
sult are very suitable for large corporations and data science
teams. Nevertheless, excessive effort is put into the secondary,
supporting activities (organizational, integral and project pro-
cesses) rather than on the core development activities. This
extra undertaking may produce non-desired effects, burdening
the execution of the project and creating inefficiencies due to
processes complexity. In general terms, this methodology is
very powerful in project management and information manage-
ment aspects, as it conveys full control over every aspect of the
project.

4 Thorough engineering process model for a successful project
execution

5 Team related challenges are left unexplored

5. Discussion

So far, the challenges that arise when executing data science
projects have been gathered on Section 2, and a critical review
of methodologies has been conducted as summarized on Sec-
tion 4. Based on the reviewed methodologies a taxonomy of
methodologies is proposed, as illustrated on Figure 21

The criteria for such taxonomy has focused on summariz-
ing the categories each methodology adequately covers. For
example, the EMC data analytics lifecycle [80] methodology is
resilient on project and team management challenges, whereas
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Figure 21: Taxonomy of methodologies for data science projects

MIDST [70] clearly leans toward team management. This tax-
onomy is meant to better understand the types of methodologies
that are available for executing data science projects.

Apart from the lack of a methodology usage in real data
science projects that was mentioned on Section 2, there is an
absence of complete or integral methodologies across the lit-
erature. In this sense, of the 19 reviewed methodologies,
only 4 are classified as “integral”. Among these “integral”
methodologies, certain aspects could be improved: TSDP [65]
has a strong dependence on Microsoft tools and technologies
and their roles stick too closely to Microsoft services. For in-
stance, TDSP’s data scientist role is limited to the cloning of
several repositories and to merely executing the data science
project. The data scientist role should be broken down to more
tangible roles, and detail their responsibilities outside the Mi-
crosoft universe.

DominoLab lifecycle [59] lacks tests to check the limita-
tions and quality of data, and even though it integrates a team-
based approach, it does not describe how teams should work
to communicate, coordinate and collaborate effectively. RAM-
SYS [68] not completely address reproducibility and traceabil-
ity assurance, and the investment on IT resources is not fully
taken into account.Lastly, Agile Data Science Lifecycle [69] is
not overly concerned about the limitations of Machine Learning
techniques, data security and privacy, nor does propose meth-
ods for results evaluation.

Besides, other methodologies which focus on project man-
agement tend to forget about the team executing the project,
and often leave the management of data & information behind.
What is needed is a management methodology that takes into
account the various data-centric needs of data science while
also keeping in mind the application-focused uses of the models
and other artifacts produced during an data science lifecycle, as
proposed on [82]. In view of the reviewed methodologies, we
think that, as every data science project has its own characteris-
tics and it is hard to cover all the possibilities, it would be rec-
ommendable to establish the foundation for building an integral
methodology. Consequently, we propose a conceptual frame-
work that takes in the general features that a integral method-
ology for managing data science project could have. A frame-
work that could cover all the pitfalls and issues listed above

once provided with a set of processes and best practices from in-
dustry, business and academic projects. This framework can be
used by other researchers as a roadmap to expand currently used
methodologies or to design new ones. In fact, anyone with the
vision for a new methodology could take this boiler-template
and build its own methodology.

In this sense, we claim that an efficient data science method-
ology should not rely on project management methodologies
alone, nor should be solely based on team management method-
ologies. In order to offer a complete solution for executing data
science projects, three areas should be covered, as it is illus-
trated on Figure 22:

Figure 22: Proposed foundation stones of integral methodologies for data sci-
ence projects

Project methodologies are generally task-focused kind of
methodologies that offer a guideline with the steps to follow,
sometimes presented as a diagram-flow. Basically they try to
define the data science lifecycle, which in most cases is very
similar between different named methodologies [83]: business
problem understanding, data gathering, data modeling, evalu-
ation, implementation. Thus, their main goal is to prepare the
main stages of a project so that it can be successfully completed.

It seems true that data science projects are very hard to man-
age due to the uncertain nature of data among other factors,
and thus their project failure rate is very elevated. One of the
most critical points is that at the beginning of any project, data
scientists are not familiar with the data, and thus it is hard to
know the data quality and its potential to accomplish certain
business objectives. This complicates a lot the project defini-
tion and the establishment of SMART objectives. Therefore,
having an effective project management methodology is fun-
damental for the success of any project, and specially for data
science projects, since they can: a) monitor in which stage the
project is at any moment b) setup the project goals, its stages,
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT TEAM MANAGEMENT DATA & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
Definition of data science lifecycle workflow

Standardization of folder structure

Continuous project documentation

Visualization of project status

Alignment of data science & business goals

Consolidation of performance & success metrics

Separation of prototype & product

Promotion & communication of
scientific findings

Role definition to aid coordination
between team members and across

stakeholders
Boost team collaboration: git

workflow & coding agreements

Reproducibility: creation of knowledge repository

Robust deployment: versioning code, data & models

Model creation for knowledge and value generation

Traceability reinforcement: put journey over target

Table 5: Summary of the proposed principles of integral methodologies for data science projects

outcomes of the project, its deliverables and c) manage the task
scopes, and deliverables deadlines.

Regarding team management, data science is no more con-
sidered an individual task undertaken by ”unicorn” data scien-
tists. It is definitely a team effort, which requires a method-
ology that guides the way the team members communicate,
coordinate and collaborate. That is why we need to add an-
other dimension to the data science methodology, one that can
help managing the role and responsibilities of each team mem-
ber and helps also efficiently communicating the team progress.
That is the objective of the so-called team management method-
ologies. The important point in this regard is that no project
management methodology alone can ensure the success of the
data science project. It is necessary to establish a teamwork
methodology that coordinates and manages the tasks to be per-
formed and their priority.

We could say that these two dimensions, project and team
management could be applied to almost any project. Of course,
the methodologies for each case would need to be adapted and
adjusted. However, data science projects inherently work with
data, and usually with lots of data, to extract knowledge that
can answer some specific questions of a business, a machine, a
system o an agent, thus generating value from the data. There-
fore, we believe it is fundamental to have a general approach
that guides the generation of insights and knowledge from data,
so called data & information management.

The frontier between information and knowledge can be
delicate, but in words of [84], information is described as re-
fined data, whereas knowledge is useful information. Based
on the DIKW pyramid, from data we can extract information,
from information knowledge and from knowledge wisdom. We
claim that data science projects are not eager to extract wisdom
from data, but to extract useful information, thus knowledge,
from data.

Therefore, it is necessary to manage data insights and com-
municate the experiments outcomes in a way that contributes
to the team and project knowledge. In the field of knowledge
management, this means that tacit knowledge must be contin-
uously be converted into explicit knowledge. In order to make
this conversion from tacit knowledge, which is intangible, to
explicit knowledge, which can be transported as goods, infor-
mation and a communication channel is required. Therefore,
the information management and the team communication pro-
cesses are completely related.

Information is usually extracted from data to gain knowl-
edge, and with that knowledge decisions are made. Depending
on the problem in hand and the quality and potential use of the
information, more or less human input is necessary to make de-
cisions and further take actions. The primary strategic goal of
the analytics project (descriptive, diagnostic, predictive or pre-
scriptive) may affect the type of information that needs to be
managed, and as a consequence also may influence the impor-
tance of the information management stage. Each strategic goal
tries to answer different questions and also define the type of in-
formation that is extracted from data.

With only descriptive information from the data, it is re-
quired to control and manage the human knowledge under use;
whereas with more complex models (diagnostic and predictive)
it is much more important to manage the data, the model, inputs,
outputs, etc. Therefore, with more useful information extracted
from the data, the path to decision is shortened.

Besides, [85] points out that knowledge management will
be the key source for competitive advantage for companies.
With data science growing with more algorithms, more infras-
tructure, the ability to capture and exploit unique insights will
be a key differentiator. As the tendency stands today, in few
years time data science and the application of machine learning
models will become more of a commodity. During this trans-
formation data science will become less about framework, ma-
chine learning and statistics expertise and more about data man-
agement and successfully articulating business needs, which in-
cludes knowledge management.

All things considered, Table 5 summarizes the main foun-
dations for our framework: the principles are laid down so that
further research can be developed to design the processes and
the adequate tools.

6. Conclusions

Overall, in this article a conceptual framework is proposed for
designing integral methodologies for the management of data
science projects. In this regard the three foundation stones for
such methodologies have been presented: project, team and
data & information management. It is important to point out
that this framework must be constantly evolving and improving
to adapt to new challenges in data science.

The proposed framework is built upon a critical review of
currently available data science methodologies, from which a
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taxonomy of methodologies has been developed. This taxon-
omy is based on a quantitative evaluation of how each method-
ology overcomes the challenges presented on Section 2. In this
regard, the obtained scores were estimated by the authors’ re-
spective research groups. Even though this evaluation may con-
tain some bias, we believe it gives an initial estimation of the
strengths and weaknesses of each methodology. In this sense,
we would like to extend the presented analysis to experts and
researchers and also to practitioners in the field.
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Appendix A. Triangular area

This supplement contains the procedure to calculate the area of
the triangle taking as origin the first Fermat point. The area is a
relevant measure for the integrity of each methodology, as the
distances from the first Fermat point represent their percentage
score on project, team and information management.

Given the coordinates of the three vertices A, B,C of any
triangle, the area of the triangle is given by:

∆ =

∣∣∣∣∣Ax(By −Cy) + Bx(Cy − Ay) + Cx(Ay − By)
2

∣∣∣∣∣ (A.1)

Figure A.23: Triangular diagram: origin of coordinates, triangle vertices and
corresponding angles

With the origin of coordinates as the first Fermat point of
the triangle, the coordinates of the vertices A, B,C are defined
as:

Ax = a · cos(π/2); Ay = a · sin(π/2);
Bx = b · cos(7π/6); By = b · sin(7π/6);
Cx = c · cos(11π/6); Cy = c · sin(11π/6);

(A.2)

Then, inserting these expressions for A, B,C coordinates
into A.1 yields the final expression for the area of the trian-
gle. To reach this simplification it must be taken into account
that cos(7π/6) = −cos(11π/6) =

√
3/2 and also sin(7π/6) =

sin(11π/6) = −1/2.

∆ =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
√

3
4

(a · b + a · c + b · c)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (A.3)
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